TILE ME

BUILT BETTER, TO LAST LONGER
READY FOR TILING

Valley’s Tile Me Series feature ready-to-tile shower bases that are fabricated out of sandblasted North American
acrylic. These shower bases are reinforced with a back coating of an in-house proprietary fiberglass and resin mixture,
which is backed by real Canadian wood. Another layer of the mixture is added to finish off the shower base, which
adds additional strength and rigidity. This unique product increases heat retention, saves energy and water, and
amplifies the overall bathing experience for the user.

LAYERED

TECHNOLOGY

Valley’s Tile Me shower bases are an ultimate time-saving solution. Regular shower bases must be prepared by the
user for tiling and the entire installation process can be lengthy. With a Tile Me shower base, the surface is already
prepped for the tiles and can cut down the installation time almost in half!
Valley uses high-grade and durable materials to manufacture Tile Me shower bases. Unlike other shower bases that
are fabricated using polyurethane, a material that is thin and prone to cracking, Tile Me shower bases are actually
resistant to breakage. This prevents leaks, which can create tremendous health hazards overtime due to mould and
bacteria growth. The Tile Me Series was created keeping in mind the customer’s health and safety as the top-most
priority.
Valley also provides industrial strength latapoxy at no additional cost with the purchase of any Tile Me shower base!
This is used to bond the tiles to the shower base and ensures you have everything you need to start tiling as soon as
you get your product!

1 SANDBLASTED ACRYLIC
• Vacuum Formed Acrylic Layer
• High Quality / Crack-Resistant
• Colour Permeates Through Material
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2 PROPRIETARY STONE SOLUTION
• Special Strengthening Mixture of
Glass Fibers and Resin Stone.
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3 3/4” WOOD LAYER
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PROPRIETARY STONE SOLUTION

OFFSET DRAIN

CENTERED DRAIN

LINEAR DRAIN

Tile Me Offset Drain shower bases are most often
used in renovations to replace a bathtub. These
bases come equipped with a square drain
cover that can also be tiled and conceals the
drain assembly. Available in single and double
threshold openings.

Tile Me Center Drain shower bases are a great,
sophisticated addition to any bathroom. These
bases come equipped with a square drain cover that can also be tiled and conceals the drain
assembly. Available in single and double threshold openings.

Tile Me Linear Drain shower bases not only
provide a minimalist look but are also a great
practical addition to any bathroom. These
bases come equipped with a linear drain cover
that can also be tiled and conceals the drain
assembly. These covers can also help catch
any items that can otherwise go down the drain
and cause clogging. Available in single and
double threshold openings.

www.valleyacrylic.com

